






































Much organisational theory has 
been inspired by ideas of complexity 
and chaos theory. However, does 
this really happen in practice? Greg 
O’Shea argues that, to maintain these  
principles, we need to be able to dig 
deeper into what is happening so 
that organisations do not revert to 
power structures. Periods of self and 

































 ‘The possibility of an increase in the real liberty of the subject 
depends not in a continual compromise between individual 
rights, but in a continual attempt to remove limitations  
which are non-automatic, that is to say, do not proceed from 












































‘Could we more consciously 
develop a self-organising model 
of organisation where the 
individal is still largely free from 
controls, which could provide a 
commercial, working alternative 











































‘Elites emerged who 
sought to control and 
supervise along with 
a strongly commercial 
thinking which drove 
internal competition 































‘I do think that each of the 
organisations opened up 
to deeper levels of trust, 
and thereby to deeper 
levels of inquiry.’
Creating	ethically	reflective	organisations
